Meet Arthur the Author
The first thing you need to know is that self-publishing needn’t be
scary. That said, there certainly is a right way and a wrong way to get
your books to market. At Spiffing Covers we deal with thousands of new
and seasoned authors every year. Each one of them has their own list of
questions and many have their own preconceptions of the best approach
to self-publishing their book.
It would be impossible to answer every single question you may have in
this small guide. So, we have created Arthur the Author, an amalgamation
of the thousands of authors we have helped over the years. We hope
you enjoy reading through this guide and that your adventure in selfpublishing will be as exciting as it should be! Over to Arthur . . .
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Starting Out
I’d been working on my first book for quite a while. I’d written most of it
and, after reading about self-publishing online and talking to authors on
forums, I decided that I wanted to publish it myself. The idea of being in
control of the selling process and not having a publisher take a cut from
the profits of my potential bestseller was very appealing.
After lots of searching online for best-practice tips, I managed to get the
bare essentials together and I uploaded my book to Amazon Kindle. It
did okay, I suppose. And it wasn’t long before I had another book in the
pipeline. I wanted to use the experience I’d gained from book one to help
me do better the second time. That was three years ago. Now I have three
books in the series and a novel, and I’m pleased to say they’re selling
rather well.
Over the last few years, I’ve spoken to many authors, designers and
technical people, made lots of mistakes along the way and learned a
thing or two about how to self-publish the right way. I feel like I have
knowledge to pass on. So read on to get on the right path to getting
your book ‘out there’, looking great and ready to market in paperback
and ebook formats. I’ve tried to be as concise as possible so you can see
quickly what you should be aiming for to get the best results, and to do
your book justice.
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Book Cover Design
I designed my first book cover myself and it looked okay . . . sort of. Like I
said, my first book didn’t sell brilliantly. I suppose I hadn’t really thought
about the role a book’s cover plays until I spent a good amount of time
researching book marketing. But by the time I’d written the trilogy, I
wanted all three books to look really professional.
I know now that a book’s cover is one of the most important elements
of any self-publishing project. Everything you do to market your work,
from Facebook and Twitter to writers’ forums, will guide customers to
your cover before your manuscript. So, when you’re not there to explain
to someone how good your book is, it’s your cover that will be speaking
for you. Readers are used to seeing great covers in high street stores and
that’s the standard you’ll need to aim for if you want to be noticed. After
months, if not years, of creating great content, it’s the cover that has the
crucial job of conveying the essence of what you’ve written. Without it,
all marketing is a waste of time and people can reject your book before
they’ve even read the first page. It really is that important. Right now I’m
working on a new edit of my first book and, now that I know more, I’m
going to give it a new cover, relaunch it, and see how it sells. Then the
trilogy will have professional covers and work as a series, visually.
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Editing
My writing skills are good. I would say they’re very good, but the truth
is that 99% of authors simply can’t edit their own work effectively –
they’re just too close to it. And while you may feel that by commissioning
an editor you’re allowing your voice as an author to be changed, or that
you just don’t need editing, the opposite is almost always true. You won’t
necessarily know if you’ve got bad habits in your writing and, really, you
don’t need to; an editor will find them, point them out and remove them.
An editor can help you shape your manuscript into a brilliantly structured
book. Often it may be the case that only a light edit is necessary, or
even a proofread may be sufficient, but don’t leave it to chance because
readers like nothing more than to point out errors that will have you
kicking yourself. You’re after five-star reviews and, to get close to that,
you’ll need to iron out repetition, inconsistencies in plot and grammatical
errors. Your word processors’s grammar check is not going to critique
your prose or suggest inspiring ways of improving sentence structure,
but a good editor will, and they’ll help you to do it in your style. It’s really
a collaborative and very exciting process. My editors know my work now
and so the process becomes quicker and easier each time.
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Typesetting
Like most of the authors I’ve spoken to, I started writing my book in a
basic word processor. It’s great for working on the raw manuscript
itself, and editing, etc., but when it comes to actually designing a book,
it’s not really sufficient. The layout of any book is crucial to allowing a
comfortable reading experience. The cover delivers an enticing hint at
what is to come, but it’s the printed page that delivers the detail, and so
it needs to look and feel right. Consideration needs to be given to things
like text tracking, leading, font size, style, chapter breaks, contents,
copyright page, etc., and it’s so important that these are designed to
work together, delivering an effortless read.
Basically, make sure your manuscript is designed just like any book you
might pick up in the shops. The added bonuses of doing this properly are
that a print file designed professionally, for instance, can be used for
both Print on Demand and traditional book printing, but also (and this is
a great tip) it will convert brilliantly to ebook format since the formatting
will be preserved much more successfully than if you’d converted it from
a standard word processor file. I have two ‘house styles’ now that I use for
the two different genres I write in, so readers get a consistent experience
and I have no more bad reviews on Amazon complaining about the line
spacing in my books!
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eBook Conversion
Naturally I wanted my book available on Kindle, iBooks and Barnes &
Noble. Lots of people have eReaders now and the market is growing
quickly. After downloading various pieces of free eBook conversion
software and using them with varying results, I tried to upload my
Word document directly to Kindle Direct Publishing, and it didn’t work
properly. Not only was the formatting – things like indents and italics –
lost, but the contents page didn’t link correctly. Cue more bad reviews!
A professionally developed eBook will help ensure a smooth user
experience across all devices.
Readers are used to seeing beautifully presented ebook titles prepared by
publishers for professional authors, so it’s important that your ebooks are
up to that standard. I have my ebooks converted professionally from my
print files, which means that formatting is preserved almost perfectly.
Even so, you must make sure that you test your files on as many devices
as you can. If you don’t have a Kindle Fire or iPad, borrow one (or buy one)
and then you can proof the ebook files upon the media which it will be
viewed. You can also download free versions of Kindle Viewer for any Mac
or PC to check how your files are working. I always download a copy of my
eBook after it’s been uploaded to double-check it’s survived the process.
Take my advice, do that before you tell people it’s available!
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ISBN Allocation
ISBN stands for International Standard Book Number. Unfortunately I
overlooked these on my first book and so the first edition had no ISBN.
Essentially this 13-digit number is your ticket to retail accessibility and
library cataloguing, so it’s important that you allocate one for each of
your print editions and, of course, your ebook versions too. It may not
seem very important to begin with, but as your book sales grow, your ISBN
will be used by the book trade and the public to identify and differentiate
your books in all of their editions, check stock levels at retail outlets and
perform library searches.
Your ISBN is linked to all of your book data, making it a useful piece of
information to help catalogue and map your titles and your presence as
an author. I applied directly to Nielsen in the UK for a block of ten ISBNs
under my own unique publisher name, which means I’m now an independent
publisher – hooray! The fun part is coming up with your publishing label
name and creating a logo for the spines of your books. When I relaunch
my first novel, it will be under my own publishing label, which feels great.
Another useful piece of information is that the ISBN will be needed when the
barcodes are generated for your book. Oh, and Waterstone’s and other highstreet stores won’t consider stocking your books unless you have ISBNs for
your titles, so make sure you’ve got those before you introduce yourself.
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POD and digital printing
As soon as my cover, editing and typesetting are done, I get very excited
about seeing my book in print. These days, it’s actually very easy for an
independent author to get hold of high-quality printed books. With Print
on Demand (POD) and digital print, you can work with a small (or very
small) budget and have your book in your hands within days of completing
the design. The beauty of Print on Demand is that it completely removes
the need for a bulk print run, as the name suggests. If you sell one book,
then one book is printed and the order fulfilled by the POD company. It’s
the perfect platform for new authors to test titles and experiment with
marketing techniques.
If you’re starting out and you just require a few copies of your book for family
and friends, or you just want to get the marketing ‘ball’ rolling, then this is
the ideal way. Go to Amazon’s CreateSpace for more details and remember
that once you upload, these companies also make your book available in
a wide range of online retail outlets. If, like me, you’re a medium-weight
author with a few titles and you’d like to get a better unit cost, then a short
digital run of two hundred to five hundred copies could be exactly what you
need. Ask your local printer about digitally printed books.
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Selling Online
I was able to get my first book online with some effort, but it didn’t sell
well because, essentially, it looked bad. My latest book, which is a crime
fiction novel, looks as good as anything in Waterstone’s and the sales
are much better. Once you have the files looking beautiful, you’re ready
to launch your book. As I said, the best place to start is on Amazon and
by signing up with Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP), and also CreateSpace
for printed books. To upload to KDP you’ll need the previously mentioned
mobi file for the ebook pages, and a jpeg for the cover – just the front, not
the spine and back.
For CreateSpace you’ll need the internal typeset file in PDF format, plus
another PDF of the full cover, including the spine and back. Be ready to
answer some questions and fill in some forms. They just want to know
some information about your book – what genre to list it under, the price
you want it to sell for, and importantly the account details you’d like your
royalties paid into. CreateSpace allows you to preview your files online
to see how they’d look as a book, and once the files are verified, you can
order your own copies to see how good your book looks in print. Both KDP
and CreateSpace offered insights into the performance of my own sales,
giving me reports on figures and earnings.
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Author Platform and Social Media
When I started out with book one, all I had was my Amazon page with
my ebook on it. It wasn’t much for a potential fan to remember me by!
Looking around at my own favourite authors, I could see that most of
them had websites, Facebook and Twitter profiles, and they were also
blogging. They had a real presence.
The idea is that your potential and existing readers should be able to find
and connect with you in a variety of ways. Facebook and Twitter pages
give you a certain amount of visibility, which you can build on. A website
gives you a unique online presence, which social media can lead to, and
this is where you can really make an impact with your covers, biography
and slick presentation. A clean, simple website where your book covers
can shine and some simple links to your Amazon sales pages is a good
start. Once you’ve got the site perfected, blogging and participating in
writers’ forums gives you more exposure and allows you to connect with
other authors and professionals with whom you can network. Gradually
you build connections, your books get shared, talked about and your
profile as an author grows. Now, I have a good number of regular readers
and there’s an encouraging amount of interest in my upcoming title. So
these days, I’m feeling a lot more confident!
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Tips & Tricks
Ensure you have Facebook and Twitter accounts to connect with your
potential readership; social media is free and familiar to everyone.
Once your book is on sale and looking great, be accessible to your readers
- they will be your best promoters if you can connect with them.
The strongest way to promote any book is to write more books. Multiple
titles means increased visibility and each new title promotes the others.
Give your books away to promote growing a fan base. Don’t enable DRM
- which restricts sharing of digital books - on Amazon, then people can
share your book. Think big.
Create a mailing list from your website by offering a newsletter. Everyone
does this, but if you do it well you will grow a fan base to promote to.
Don’t let bad reviews get you down, think of them as free feedback, but
don’t buy into their negativity; not everyone will like your book.
Respect your readership. Don’t give your customers a substandard
reading experience and commit to the best quality you can, it will benefit
your sales. Emulate what sells on the High Street, in terms of quality.
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